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Now, I want to make video and sub video to make a single video, I create a main program and sub program, now i want to make sub program run
independent of main program, how do i do that? should I make sub module and put it into main module, or should i make a separate class? and how would
the main function look? A: use the apply statements in the main declare the procedure and have as parameter the procedure you want to execute. in the
main after you create the sub-procedure execute the sub-procedure by using the apply statements so the declaration of the sub-procedure will look like this
declare procedure subprocedure (inout parameter a:integer, inout parameter b:integer); begin a:= a + b ; end subprocedure; the execution of the sub-
procedure will look like this subprocedure : inout procedure ; begin subprocedure (1, 2); end subprocedure; in a sense you can also use "return" statements
(but not here). There are several conventional methods for checking fraud in a lottery. The process is slow and quite labor intensive. In one method, each
entry is manually counted to check for duplications. This method can quickly become very costly, and is also subject to human error. In another method, each
entry is compared with the winning numbers assigned to the entry. While this is much faster than the manual counting process, there are several drawbacks.
It must be done by hand and is quite prone to human error. The process is also limited by the types of entry devices which can be read. In addition, the
comparison process requires that the winning entry be assigned a value based on a predetermined probability. The same winning entry cannot be assigned a
varying value depending on a variable probability. As a result of the inability to provide a satisfactory method for checking fraud, all lottery systems have a
relatively high degree of fraud. This is unfortunate as the lottery is a valuable resource for many people. Accordingly, a need exists for a method and
apparatus for checking lottery fraud which is more efficient, less expensive and more reliable than heretofore possible.Q: Efficient way of finding number of
times a word occurs in a file and outputting a frequency list I am in need of writing a
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